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Whether investigating research questions or designing systems, many researchers and designers need to engage users with
their personal data. However, it is difficult to successfully design user-facing tools for interacting with personal data without
first understanding what users want to do with their data. Techniques for raw data exploration, sketching, or physicalization
can avoid the perils of tool development, but prevent direct analytical access to users’ rich personal data. We present a new
method that directly tackles this challenge: the data engagement interview. This interview method incorporates an analyst to
provide real-time personal data analysis, granting interview participants the opportunity to directly engage with their data,
and interviewers to observe and ask questions throughout this engagement. We describe the method’s development through
a case study with asthmatic participants, share insights and guidance from our experience, and report a broad set of insights
from these interviews.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Observing how people engage with their personal data offers a wealth of insights for researchers and practitioners.
For example, understanding and identifying the kinds of questions people ask of their data, and the analysis
strategies they employ to answer them, helps them design new tools [68, 77]. Creating opportunities for people
to learn new things from their personal data can also provide triggers for positive behavior changes [72], and
showing participants the value of their personal data can help motivate continued self-tracking [13].
As the scope and scale of personal data increases — through improved sensor resolution and integrating

multiple data sources — engaging with data increasingly requires the use of sophisticated analysis tools and
methods. Lightweight approaches, such as sketching [56] or data physicalizations [73], can be quick to perform
and require minimal design effort. These approaches, however, often involve abstract or incomplete data and do
not scale for direct engagement with the complexity of many real-world self-tracked data sets. Examining raw
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data with these approaches may work for exploring a small amount of data at a time [74], but can quickly break
down with larger data sets. These larger data sets generally require some amount of computation to support
exploration and analysis, leading many personal informatics researchers to develop and deploy custom analysis
tools in order to engage participants with their data. This heavyweight approach, however, requires significant
design work and interpretation of what people might actually do from what they say they want to do, potentially
leading to gaps in analysis support [22].
We propose a middle ground approach in this paper that we call the data engagement interview. The data

engagement interview is a research method that sits between the lighter weight approaches involving minimal
design effort, and the more heavyweight approaches that involve customized tool development. We developed
data engagement interviews to help researchers better understand and identify what participants want from their
personal data by observing participants ask and answer questions in real-time from their own data. This interview
method incorporates a dedicated data analyst on the interview team to provide participants with a flexible toolbox
of real-time analysis techniques. Using this method, interviewers can support participants as they explore their
data to elicit and observe more authentic data engagements, while the data analyst takes direction on how to
process or present participants’ data to answer personal questions. Whereas data engagement interviews are
more resource-intensive than standard interview methods, this method strikes a balance between engagement
strategies that fail to incorporate complex personal data and those requiring customized tool development
prior to collecting any observations. This interview method can quickly help researchers with eliciting design
requirements for potential future system development, while also helping participants use their data to flexibly
answer unique and personal questions.
We developed the data engagement interview from our own research goals to design new visual analysis

tools for asthmatic families living with indoor air quality sensors [60]. Through sensor deployments with
six households, we collected various data sets for each family that included several months of quantitative
and qualitative data, sampled over different timescales and measurement intervals, that require both personal
annotations and contextual knowledge to productively interpret and analyze. These computational and contextual
demands prevented us from using lightweight engagement methods. After developing the data engagement
interview method, we conducted interviews with our participating families to observe how and why they engage
with their personal indoor air quality data. In addition to extracting design requirements for a future analysis
tool, our analysis of the interview transcripts showed that data engagement interviews can also yield a host of
other insights and opportunities.
The contribution of this work is a framework for conducting data engagement interviews. This framework

allows researchers and practitioners to engage participants directly with their personal data without the need to
develop custom data analysis tools. We also conduct a case study in which we apply the interview framework to
characterize the motivations and analysis tasks of asthmatic families when working with personal air quality
information. We observed evidence that this method can expose differences between what participants say they
want to do with their data, and what they actually do; engage participants more readily than standard interview
methods; teach participants new things about their data; teach researchers new things about design requirements;
and benefit research outcomes by improving insights on study design and motivating participants to self-track. To
support transferability, we have prepared an online guide1 [59] that includes a sample interview protocol based
on our experience of conducting data engagement interviews, along with other detailed suggestions, interview
materials, and example data and processing scripts.

Our analysis of participants’ data engagement interviews lends evidence that this method can be a promising
approach for helping researchers and practitioners learn more about the goals and motivations of their target
users. We further speculate that data engagement interviews can be a widely applicable research method, suitable

1https://vdl.sci.utah.edu/EngagementInterviews
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across a broad range of personal informatics domains, and scalable to accommodate different types of personal
data and high-resolution, multisource data sets. Although this method is not intended as a replacement for more
traditional tools, its success at engaging our participants with their data suggests collaborative analysis via
an analyst-in-the-loop is a viable alternative for insight generation compared to using customized tools, and
an interesting direction for future work that we briefly discuss in this paper, but detail more thoroughly in a
companion paper [61].
Section 2 provides background on engagement methods and the space for data engagement interviews. We

describe our process for developing the data engagement interview in Section 3, outline a framework for
conducting them in Section 4, and present a case study of how we applied the framework in Section 5. Section 6
describes outcomes from applying this framework with asthmatic participants engaging with their indoor air
quality. We discuss some consequences of this interview method in Section 7, limitations of the interview
framework in Section 8, and conclude with ideas for future work in Section 9.

2 BACKGROUND
The growth in technology for capturing data about people’s everyday, lived experiences has led to an explosion
of personal data and a wealth of new insights. Self-trackers are actively collecting data and learning things about
their bodies through fitness trackers and sleep devices [16, 17, 22, 24, 39]; about their environments through
air quality monitors and utility usage sensors [9, 26, 31, 44–46, 60]; about their health through digital diaries
and nutrition trackers [14, 15, 76]; and about how they spend their time through calendars and social-media
trackers [55, 65]. For personal informatics researchers and practitioners, the explosion in available data sets has
created myriad opportunities to learn about how and why people engage with personal data [13, 25, 53], and the
kinds of behavioral changes this engagement provokes [42]. These opportunities, however, require engaging
participants with their personal data. In this section, we describe the range of engagement methods researchers
and practitioners have at their disposal, and argue for data engagement interviews as a middle ground approach.

2.1 Lightweight Methods
Design literature provides various methods for informing researchers about what or how to build regarding
interactive tools or interfaces. Participatory design [69] is a common approach that invites users to collaborate in
the design process to help inform the final result. This technique can help identify commonly undertaken tasks,
or solicit feedback on the ways they may be improved. These approaches, however, are tailored for collecting
insights that inform design outcomes rather than deeply understanding ways to productively engage people with
their personal data. Understanding how to engage with personal data requires a deep, situated knowledge of
people’s lives and routines to accurately interpret [74] and can involve collaboration between a data worker and
participant to derive insights or offer advice [27, 28].
Existing tools that visualize personal data typically support data review through simplified interfaces with

minimal interactivity. These tools are mostly designed to show data, not to thoroughly analyze it. Tolmie et al. talk
homeowners through their personal data using a basic time series plot for displaying sensor measurements [74].
Other researchers provide similar interfaces to end users for exploring how to support people engaging with
their personal air quality data [26, 44–46, 60]. These interfaces help people gain a sense of what their data is, but
not what it can do. Without the ability to easily modify or change the data’s representation and visualization,
these interfaces can support only a limited number of data analysis tasks.
Alternatively, data sketching provides a lightweight method that has people sketch their impressions of data

with minimal design effort. Data sketching removes the barriers to how data can be organized and formatted
to promote brainstorming and collaborative workflows [6, 7], storytelling [49], and communicating knowledge
about data to others [56]. The process of sketching also improves thinking [8], supplements discussion [78], and
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helps clarify ideas about design [7]. Engaging people with sketching helps them externalize their thoughts and
ideas about data organization, visualization goals, and any underlying trends or traits they suspect may live within
their data [56, 78]. In this way, sketching can free people to more quickly communicate organizational goals or
ideas, especially in the absence of formal design or analysis vocabulary. Sketching often does not incorporate real
data, however, and efforts to encode this information, either by hand or through digital tools, can be slow or
complicated [6]. Instead, sketching can be a useful design component for imagining personal data, but it does not
suffice for concrete analysis tasks or questions that require engaging personal data directly.
Data physicalization, another lightweight method, helps people explore and communicate data through

geometric or physical properties of an artifact [35]. Data physicalization has been successfully applied in
workshops [33] and teaching environments [79] to engage people through prepared data sets. Work by Thudt et
al. [73] extends this approach to personal contexts, and uses data physicalizations to bring people closer to their
personal data in support of self-reflection. Whereas this approach succeeds at deeply engaging people with their
personal data, it requires a significant manual effort, and limits the representational accuracy and scope due to its
inherent physical constraints [73]. Consequently, the nature and scale of many personal data sources prevent
physicalizations as a practical analysis strategy.

2.2 Heavyweight Software
The messy and complex nature of many personal data sets requires some level of wrangling, formatting, and
preprocessing, making it difficult to integrate into general purpose tools, many of which some people already find
hard to use in personal contexts [13]. As an alternative, researchers, practitioners, and quantified self enthusiasts
invest significant effort to design and build bespoke tools for people to engage with their data. These tools
typically focus on a narrow set of specific or predefined questions, thereby eliminating the need for users to
translate their questions into analysis tasks, or to wrangle their data into an appropriate representation [22, 32].
This approach, however, does not let users explore a broad set of personally relevant questions, nor does it
leverage users’ rich, situated, and extensive knowledge of what aspects of the data are personally interesting and
insightful, and which are not [12]. The challenge for designers is that people who have never directly engaged
deeply with their data may not be able to predict what they want to do. For example, Epstein et al. surveyed 139
people on common tracking goals, motivations, and influences for informing visual and data analysis criteria to
evaluate lifelog data [22]. After developing and deploying a tool to support these goals, subsequent evaluations
“did not find any correlations between valued cuts and the reported goals of participants,” prompting guidance
that users should receive several possible designs, versus “simply [generating] cuts corresponding to stated goals,
as that could deprive trackers of potentially interesting discoveries in their data” [22]. Even when designing
customized solutions, personal informatics tools may still struggle to provide flexible analytic capabilities that
completely address or anticipate users’ needs.

2.3 A Middle Ground Approach
The data engagement interview proposed in this paper takes a middle ground approach by helping researchers
identify user needs through directly engaging these users with their personal data before expending the significant
design effort to develop a custom tool. Data engagement interviews are an adaptation of the pair analytics research
method that captures reasoning processes in visual analytics scenarios [2]. Pair analytics borrows from protocol
analysis and pair programming techniques by joining a subject matter expert and visualization practitioner to
collaboratively tackle a relevant analytical task. This approach avoids the cognitive and social loads reported
in standard think-aloud applications [21, 75, 80] by capturing participants’ analytical reasoning through a
conversational and collaborative problem-solving process. This approach, however, requires that participants
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Fig. 1. We performed three separate research activities to understand and identify how participants engaged with their
personal air quality data. This timeline shows our initial deployment interviews (S1) for tracking how participants engaged
with an indoor air quality sensing system [60]; a participatory workshop (S2) to capture what people wanted to know, see,
and do with their indoor air quality data; and data engagement interviews (S3) for observing how participants approached
operationalizing their questions and analyzing personal air quality data.

share equal analytical and computational skills to productively work through their given task, which may not
always be the case in personal informatics contexts.

We build on the pair analytics approach and incorporate a dedicated data analyst role within the interview team.
Whereas the interviewer role is responsible for engaging the participant and keeping discussion on topic, the data
analyst takes analytic direction from the interview participant. Unlike the standard Wizard of Oz approach [40]
where the interview participant unknowingly interacts with an analyst, the data engagement interview brings the
analyst to the forefront to gain the collaborative and conversational benefits of pair analytics. These interviews
provide a personalized analysis experience that allows the researchers and participants to deeply engage in the
analysis process, and explore personal data through the incorporation of a dedicated data analyst working with
flexible analysis tools and the participants’ own data.

3 DEVELOPING THE INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK
This section outlines how we developed the data engagement interview framework. We describe the framework in
Section 4, and givemore detailed descriptions and recommendations for performing data engagement interviews in
Section 5. Section 6 reports on the outcomes of conducting data engagement interviews with our participants.

3.1 Motivation
We developed the data engagement interview as part of a longitudinal study of people living and interacting with
an air quality monitoring system in their homes; Figure 1 shows a timeline of the study. In the first study stage
(S1), we deployed a system consisting of multiple air quality monitors, mechanisms for residents to annotate their
air quality data, and an interactive tablet interface for displaying these measurement data and annotations. We
tracked how study participants annotated and interacted with their data through 6 long-term field deployments
(20-47 weeks, mean 37.7 weeks) and conducted 3 rounds of traditional in-person interviews with each participant
(34 interviews, 20 hours). Our interview data analysis revealed a diverse range of questions the participants had
about air quality in their homes, and about the depth of contextual, personal knowledge required to generate
insights from their data [60].
Following this first stage of research, we had planned to design a visual analysis system to support our

participants to more fully engage with their data. The interviews from S1 contained a significant amount of
feedback on ways to improve the deployed system’s tablet interface; however, further analysis revealed that the
suggested improvements would not support the high-level goals participants shared at various points in their
deployments. When reflecting on study outcomes in the context of the field deployment, we understood that our
interviews were developed to gauge how participants used their air quality system, not what tasks they needed
to perform in order to answer their personal questions.
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To address this shortcoming, we conducted a participatory visualization workshop [43] (S2) toward the end of
the system deployment period with two participants from S1. The workshop goal was to collect and characterize
participants’ questions and motivations for hosting an air quality monitoring system in their homes. Combining
the data collected in S1 and S2, we again attempted to translate user feedback into design and task requirements
for a visual analysis system. We surveyed the range of participants’ stated goals, finding that they ranged between
the direct and concrete –What is the worst time of year for indoor air quality? – to more abstract or out of scope – I
want product recommendations for improving my air quality. The participatory workshop afforded participants an
opportunity to critique their previous interface and share retrospective feedback, but it failed to provide insight
into types of data analysis tasks that an effective system would need to support. Without direct access to their
data, our participatory design approach brought us no closer to understanding what our participants wanted to
do, or how they would approach their goals using their data.

To address this question, we needed to provide our participants with a rich, flexible, and accessible set of data
analysis techniques, and observe how they would make use of them to answer their personal questions. We
developed the data engagement interview as a stand-in for the analysis tool that we did not yet know how to
design.

3.2 Developing the Interview Protocol
In our search for guidance on how we might elicit design requirements from our participants, we found both
the visualization and human computer interaction literature lacked any suitable research methods for directly
engaging everyday users with their personal data. We developed data engagement interviews with the assumption
that interview participants are not analysis experts, and therefore incorporated a dedicated data analyst as an
active member in the interview process to offload analysis tasks from the participant. This change helps lower
the barrier for engaging with personal data while still providing a rich suite of analysis capabilities. We also
incorporated additional ways to elicit participants’ analysis goals, such as reviewing physical data printouts and
sketching, to help externalize their ideas. Recognizing the potential complexity of the interview dynamics, we
further modified our draft protocol by splitting the interviewing responsibilities between two interviewers to
maximize our likelihood for collecting and capitalizing on valuable research insights [58]. This pair interviewer
approach has one interviewer lead the discussion, and the other track the conversational flow to help keep things
on task.
We refined the interview protocol over two rounds of pilot interviews. The first round of piloting helped

streamline and organize the interview structure. We recruited 7 first-round pilot participants from our research
lab, 6 of whom were computer science graduate students, and 1 computer science undergraduate student. These
first-round pilot interviews did not incorporate a dedicated data analyst. Instead, we had pilot participants
role-play as asthmatic self-trackers and sketch what they wanted to do with a set of representative air quality
data.

In the second round of pilot interviews, we incorporated our data analyst into the interview team. We recruited
the participants in this pilot study from a convenience sampling of undergraduate students pursuing nonanalytic
degrees and nonstudents from an online forum. The second-round pilot participants consisted of 4 dance majors, 1
physical therapist, 1 market researcher, and 1 social media influencer. These pilot interviews focused on evaluating
the feasibility of performing real-time data analysis within the interview and improved how we introduced and
presented data to participants. All second-round pilot participants were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift
card.
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3.3 Study Participants
We developed the interview framework from our experience conducting seven data engagement interviews with
primary participants we retained from S1 [60]. These participants were initially selected from a concurrent
university-run medical study involving asthmatic families [63], and were themselves asthmatic (P1, P2, P4a, P5,
P6), or primary caregivers to asthmatic children (P2, P3, P4) — note that these participant IDs correspond to
the more descriptive characterizations provided in previous work [60]. We included participant P4’s teenage
daughter, P4a, as an additional study participant given her significant engagement within this study. No other
children actively participated. Spouses of participants P1 and P2, hereafter labeled P1-S and P2-S, also contributed
feedback and suggestions during the data engagement interviews but were otherwise not involved in S1 or S2
and not counted among the primary participants. Of the primary participants in our study, 5 were female (P1, P2,
P3, P4, P4a) and 2 male (P5, P6). Although we did not collect families’ earned income or socioeconomic status, all
adult participants had received a high school degree. P2 completed some college education with no degree, and P1,
P3, and P4 obtained a college degree. P5 and P6 had master’s degrees. Participants P1 and P2 were stay-at-home
mothers, P3 was a web developer, P4 worked as a nurse, P5 was a school administrator, and P6 worked on public
policy. All study participants were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift card for their participation in the data
engagement interviews.

3.4 Analyzing Data Engagement Interviews
The interview framework emerged from analyzing seven data engagement interviews conducted with our study
participants. We audio recorded each interview for 8.9 hours of interview audio, and maintained individual Jupyter
notebooks in Python from each interview to create a self-documenting record of participants’ analysis process
and visualizations. These notebooks also allowed us to amass a store of reusable code that we could employ
in subsequent interviews [48]. Reviewing and reflecting on these artifacts helped us build an understanding of
what our participants wanted to do with their data, and to identify their goals and their overall approach to data
analysis.
The interviewers also engaged in reflexive discussion after each data engagement interview, sharing their

thoughts and reactions to what each found surprising, unexpected, frustrating, or insightful during an interview.
One of the interviewers compiled reflexive notes on these experiences after each interview, which were further
supplemented with a secondary summary after listening to the recorded interview audio. This process captured
additional aspects of the interview mechanics, including participants’ stated questions, goals, and motivations,
while also providing an overall commentary on the interview process. We revisited the reflexive notes frequently
throughout the analysis process.
Each interview audio recording was also professionally transcribed and imported into Google Sheets. The

first author of this paper blocked and summarized individual interview sections of each interview to create a
high-level overview summary for other researchers to review. Three researchers then read through and annotated
participant transcripts, and then met to discuss aspects we found noteworthy from a methodological or research
perspective for each of the seven interviews. These meetings were also audio recorded. The first author listened
to these meeting recordings to further summarize the main discussion points, and populated an affinity mapping
board with meeting summary notes. The resulting affinity diagram was supplemented with direct evidence within
the transcripts associated with the summaries. The three researchers involved in analyzing the transcripts then
iteratively produced an additional affinity diagram of core interview themes over several days. These themes
informed the framework we describe in Section 4. The outcomes from applying this interview framework are
presented in Section 6 as well as in a companion paper [61].
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4 INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK
The data engagement interview is a novel interview method that elicits engagement with personal data to support
a host of observations and insights about those engagements. This method differs from more traditional interview
approaches in two ways: first, through the inclusion of a dedicated data analyst on the interview team who has
access to a prepared analytic toolbox and the participant’s personal data; and second, by structuring the interview
to cycle between exploratory and goal-oriented analysis strategies. The participant directs the analysis in these
interviews by communicating their desired analytic tasks to the data analyst, who then performs the requested
analysis on the participant’s data. This process allows the participant to engage with their data in a flexible and
personally relevant way, and provides researchers and practitioners opportunities to observe what participants
actually do with their data when given the freedom and resources to do so.

Data engagement interviews foster a conversational dynamic around personal data by offloading the analytic
burden from the participant, so they can more readily share thoughts on their process, justifications, and reactions,
in their own words, as part of a naturally unfolding conversation. Maintaining this conversational dynamic can
avoid post hoc rationalizations that can be common to other concurrent or retrospective verbal reports [29]. This
approach can also help researchers collect more rich and authentic insights into participants’ motivations and
problem-solving processes Whereas several think-aloud techniques exist in the interviewing literature [29, 52, 66],
few are tailored for specifically engaging visual analytic tasks and processes [2], and none incorporate self-tracked
personal data in the analytic process.
The following sections describe the interviewer and analyst roles and phases of the data engagement inter-

view framework. Section 5 provides details on how we prepared and performed these interviews through a
case study with asthmatic families living with an indoor air quality sensing system. Section 6 outlines our case
study outcomes. We also provide an online guide [59] with materials for preparing data engagement interviews,
recommendations for selecting an analyst, and a sample protocol for how we structured our own data engagement
interviews.

4.1 The Interview Team
We performed our data engagement interviews by adding a dedicated data analyst to a pair interviewer team [58].
In this arrangement, we divided interviewing responsibilities between two interviewers and left real-time
analysis tasks to the analyst. One interviewer was responsible for prompting participants to articulate what they
want to do with their data, and the other interviewer kept track of the overall conversational flow. Depending
on interviewer experience or subject matter complexity, other research teams may be able to perform data
engagement interviews with a single interviewer and analyst. If performing data engagement interviews using a
single interviewer, however, this sole interviewer will be simultaneously responsible for engaging the participant
in conversation; tracking various opportunities, comments, or observations worth digging into; and making sure
to keep the interview on track and on time. In our data engagement interviews, we found that pair interviewing
reduced the cognitive burden on the individual interviewers, and allowed for more focused and productive data
engagement interviews in line with the experience of other pair interviewer teams [58].
Our data analyst was responsible for implementing participants’ directions for processing their data and

communicating the analysis results back to them in an understandable way. We encouraged the analyst to interact
with the participants and interviewers to gain any necessary clarifications or analytic details for completing
their analyses, although we cautioned the analyst not to actively comment on or suggest analysis options so as
not to steer participants’ choices or behaviors. We prioritized candidates with strong analytic and interpersonal
skills when evaluating potential analysts, in order to select someone comfortable with analyzing data on-the-fly
during an interview, while also taking direction and communicating with both researchers and participants. Good
candidate analysts ideally are: experienced working with data similar to what they will process during the data
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engagement interview; fluent in their preferred programming language and processing environment; and able to
exercise good visualization and interview techniques.

4.2 Interview Materials
The interview team brings with them an enriched and formatted collection of the participant’s personal data, and
a suite of tools and devices for conducting real-time analysis during the data engagement interview. We used
Jupyter notebooks for conducting our real-time data processing, but we speculate that other interactive platforms
such as Power BI or Observable can be effective. Although what and how much data to prepare can depend on
the broader project aims or goals, it was our experience that participants’ questions required access to external
data sources to more fully contextualize and support analysis goals. For our participants, this preparation meant
adding local weather and outdoor air quality measures to help further contextualize their own personal indoor
air quality data. We benefited from performing pilot interviews, brainstorming, and drawing insights from the
literature prior to conducting interviews to help us identify what kinds of additional data sources were likely to
be helpful in our context.

Labeling, organizing, formatting, and cleaning data are important steps for any analysis project, and can take
an estimated 80%- 90% of the effort in data analysis work [38, 67]. It is important, however, to consider how
these transformations may impact or slow down an analyst’s ability to handle unanticipated analysis requests
during the interview. Breaking data into separate files can make certain analyses more modular, although the
choice to segment data versus maintaining one large data structure can affect its accessibility. For example, in our
interviews we experienced that population-wide summaries and between-participant comparisons became more
time consuming to compile when this information was separated across different files and directories. These
decentralized data caused our analyst to spend time during some interviews reformatting and wrangling several
disconnected sources in order to address unanticipated questions, ultimately exposing the limits of the interviews’
real-time capabilities.

The tools and techniques used to process personal data may also impact data engagement interviews. We came
to our interviews prepared with a variety of read-to-apply analytic techniques based on what we suspected our
participants may request and what we knew their data could support, enabling our analyst to quickly perform a
variety of common requests in our interviews. Based on our observations of how participants engaged with their
data, we also recommend considering the kinds of entry points [47] that participants may take into their data.
For example, in our interviews, the participants often wanted to jump into their time-series data at a particular
season, month, day of week, hour of day, or combination of these conditions. Anticipating entry points that rely
on aggregations or data cuts can aid in quickly addressing participants’ analysis requests.

Performing the data engagement interview will require that the interview team come prepared with a laptop
and external monitor for showing data to a participant. We also suggest that the analyst prioritize creating
visualizations that participants can easily read and understand. For participants comfortable with processing
numerical information, standard statistical charts such as line charts, bar charts, and scatterplots should be
sufficient [30, 50]. We recommend Munzner’s Visualization Analysis & Design [62] or Ilinsky and Steele’s
Designing Data Visualizations [34] as starting points for researchers interested in learning more about designing
effective visualizations. Standard interview materials such as audio/video recording equipment, note-taking, or
sketching supplies are also good practice.

4.3 Interview Phases
We divided our data engagement interviews into three distinct phases: onboarding, the engagement cycle, and
wrap-up. Both the onboarding and wrap-up phases align with traditional interview practices, whereas the
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Fig. 2. The data engagement interviews began with an introductory stage to remind participants of the goals and scope of the
interview. Incorporating personal data into the interview transitions to an engagement cycle, where interviewers can guide
the participant between engagement activities and research questions. Engagement activities are also cyclic, and can switch
between exploratory and goal-oriented modes. The exploratory engagement mode starts with data, and relies on curiosity or
surprise to determine what questions participants will use to direct the analysis process. Goal-oriented engagements use
participants’ prepared questions or goals for determining how they engage with data and the analysis tasks they undertake.
Interviewers can pose various engagement prompts throughout the interview, either in response to participant comments
and data engagements or while waiting for analysis results.

engagement cycle is a unique and critical phase of data engagement interviews. Figure 2 illustrates an overview
of these phases.
Our onboarding phase introduced the participants to the overall goals of the interview and the format the

interview would take. This phase includes introducing and explaining the role of the data analyst, along with the
scope and scale of the data they have access to during their interview. During this phase, we actively primed our
participants for engaging with their data by having them reflect and expound on their personal data engagement
goals, along with prompting them to further operationalize those goals into more specific and concrete analysis
tasks. Next, the interview enters the engagement cycle. This interview phase cycles between the participants
engaging with their data via the data analyst, and the interviewers prompting the participants with questions,
comments, or observations that are meant to surface research insights and feedback. The participants can engage
with their data using either an exploratory or goal-oriented strategy; these strategies are themselves cyclic, and
provide the interviewers some flexibility during the interview for eliciting productive engagements.

Exploratory engagement is a bottom-up approach occurring serendipitously when the participants explore
their data out of curiosity without a concrete goal in mind. We elicited this type of engagement by showing our
participants some part of their data that we thought they might find interesting. Our participants also engaged in
an exploratory approach when they inadvertently become distracted while reviewing data for some other goal.
Distraction played a prominent role in our interviews, and came from participants’ surprise and curiosity when
they encountered unexpected features in their data. When participants engaged with their personal data with an
exploratory approach, we would use their curiosity and surprise as an opportunity to encourage them to generate
a direct question about the data. This prompt often transitioned them to a more goal-oriented engagement.
Goal-oriented engagement is a top-down approach occurring when the participants engage with their

data in a goal-oriented way by posing a question and directing the analyst to process the data in service of
answering that question. We found that this mode of engagement pushed our participants to grapple with how to
both operationalize their questions and interpret the results. During goal-oriented engagements, surprises often
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distracted our participants, and they reverted to an exploratory approach until they identified a new question or
we guided them back to their original goal.

Once our participants began to productively engage with their data, we posed questions and made comments
or observations that served our goals as researchers. These engagement prompts leveraged the participants’
engagementwith their data and had them answer questions about their analysis goals, preferences, and approaches;
motivated the participants to improve compliance with self-tracking activities; or supported the participants in
taking what they learned from their data to make positive changes in their lives. We injected an engagement
prompt in response to a specific participant action or statement, or to fill space if there was a lull in the interview.
These engagement prompts resemble the traditional semi-structured interview prompts for questioning or
clarifying participants’ statements [51, 57].
Engagement strategies and prompts can feed into one another from the conversational dynamic that arises

around engaging data [2]. The dynamics of our interviews shifted between engaging a participant with their
data and engaging them with a prompt to observe why they wanted to engage their data, what their priorities or
goals were in practice, and how this changed through access to flexible and personalized analysis. We ended our
engagement cycles when the interviews reached the time or energy limit of the participant, a satisfying result for
the participant, or saturation of insights and goals of the interviewers.

Finally, the interview enters the wrap-up phase. We thanked our participant and summarized the interview
trajectory to provide closure, as well as re-state the study goals to explain how this interview fit into our broader
research to further validate the participant’s efforts.

5 APPLYING THE INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK: AN ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDY WITH
ASTHMATICS

We conducted seven data engagement interviews with participants from a longitudinal study on how asthmatic
families engaged with personal indoor air quality data. Our initial goal with conducting these interviews was
to better understand and identify how our participants might go about analyzing their data to develop design
requirements for a future visual analysis tool. The interviews were developed to be completed in 90 minutes,
with our participants taking between 50 - 110 minutes (79 minutes average).

5.1 Recruiting and Preparing the Data Analyst
We recruited our data analyst from prospective graduate and undergraduate student candidates within our univer-
sity’s computer science, mathematics, and physics departments. These candidates came from other researchers’
direct recommendation, and in response to a $17/hr work study position for an interactive data analysis project.
We briefed applicants on the nature and goals of the interview method and provided test data sets similar in
scope and content to participants’ data in preparation for a live-coding interview. The interview process involved
the analyst using this test data set to work through several sample questions modeled after those participants
had asked in their deployments. Our recruited analyst was a physics graduate student with extensive experience
processing large cosmic ray data sets. This background allowed him to easily handle our time series sensor
measurements and to repurpose signal processing scripts to help bootstrap filtering and aggregating our air
quality data.
The data analyst is a vital component of data engagement interviews and requires both strong analytic and

interpersonal skills. Our data analyst refined his analytic toolbox and interview skills through his experience
participating in our second-round pilot interviews. In preparation for the primary interviews, they compiled their
accumulated analysis scripts into a workbook that allowed him to quickly execute commonly requested data
analysis tasks, as well as create and customize data visualizations using minimal commands. This preparation
saved him time and helped make real-time data analysis a reality for the data engagement interviews.
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Fig. 3. Left: A screenshot of the data analyst’s Jupyter notebook used to process and display participants’ data. This view
was mirrored between the analyst’s laptop and external monitor when presenting data to participants. Right: A typical data
engagement interview setup. Interviews included physical printouts of a participant’s data to help them to understand
what data was available. Some participants also used sketching to communicate how they imagined using their data to the
interviewers and data analyst.

5.2 Collecting and Wrangling Participants’ Data
In preparation for conducting our data engagement interviews, we collected, enriched, and formatted each
participant’s deployment data, and extracted representative subsets to present as physical printouts during each
of their interviews. An example is shown in Figure 3. Previous work outlines the data collected through these
deployments [60]. In summary, participants’ deployment data consisted of 3 air quality monitors that logged
measurements at 60-second intervals over several months; a table of algorithmically detected spikes [1] from
each monitor data stream, including the time, location, monitor ID, and spike value; a table of outbound text
message alerts sent to participants based on these detected spikes, including the message timestamp, content,
and spike location; and a table of participants’ replies to these messages, including the reply timestamp, content,
and annotation source (text, tablet, or Google Home).

Based on earlier participant feedback, we further supplemented these data sources with daily EPA Air Quality
Index classifications2, self-tracked respiratory health surveys collected through a parent medical study [63], and
environmental data including ambient temperature and humidity, also measured by the air quality monitors.
We integrated these additional sources to further contextualize participants’ data, and to provide a richer set of
analysis opportunities than would be possible from air quality data alone [3, 37, 74].
We formatted these data to support a number of anticipated data cuts [22], and prepared scripts to filter

and facet participants’ annotated air quality data according to various questions we had received throughout

2https://www.airnow.gov/aqi/
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the study. Examples of these processing scripts and data files are available in our online guide [59]. Basic data
processing allowed us to plot filter, group, and aggregate raw air quality measurements by individual participants,
sensor locations, or time spans. Further processing also allowed us to cut this information by other temporal
characteristics, such as assigned categorical labels like mornings, weekends, seasons, etc., or participants’ own
annotations that we knew would be relevant to how they thought of their indoor air quality. Other derived data,
like the times and locations of detected spikes in participants’ air quality data, provided more opportunities to
partition and review this information on a spike-by-spike basis. We additionally coded participants’ annotations
with representative class labels to provide more categorical filter criteria such as supporting data comparisons
between “cooking” and “cleaning” annotation types. The EPA Air Quality Index and participants’ self-tracked
asthma surveys provided more options for categorical and contextual processing. These parameters helped us
expand the analysis space for flexibly reviewing participants’ data and helped us prepare for a wide range of
potential questions during the data engagement interviews.

5.3 Other Materials
We conducted data engagement interviews in participants’ homes, requiring us to come prepared with all
necessary interview data, equipment, and supporting materials. Each interview included a laptop for analysis,
an external monitor for sharing analysis results with participants, and an interviewing kit for each participant.
This kit contained a worksheet to capture participants’ analysis goals and physical printouts of their self-tracked
annotations, detected air quality events, asthma control test scores [36], and representative subsets of any sensor
measurements (Figure 3).

These materials acted as visual aids and physical tokens during the interview to help explain the scope and scale
of participants’ available personal data in the onboarding phase, and to help them reflect on their data engagement
goals within the engagement cycle. We also brought pens and paper to support them with externalizing their
analysis process through sketching if they preferred.

5.4 Onboarding
In our data engagement interviews, the onboarding phase began ahead of the actual interview. Participants
received an e-mail from the interviewers describing the interview’s purpose and our request for them to come
prepared with some questions to apply to their data: “Imagine you’ve monitored and logged your home’s indoor
air quality for the past year. What would you want to do with it? What would you want to know?” At the start
of the interview, we began by revisiting this prompt and having the participant fill out a worksheet to capture
their questions, motivations, and goals for engaging their data while we set up our processing environment. This
worksheet was used to help focus the participant’s thoughts and to serve as a visual reminder of their goals
throughout the interview. In 2 of the 7 interviews, participants neglected to prepare ahead of time. In anticipation
of this possibility, we had prepared a collection of sample questions and offered them as options to chose from.

After participants completed their worksheet, we had them present their goals and questions, and asked them
to explain why they made their choices. Finally, we reminded the participant of their previous year-long indoor
air quality deployment [60] and the data that were collected using physical printouts of representative samples
of the participants’ own data, such as those shown in Figure 3. Using these printouts, we talked through what
was available to them during the interview, and what each of these data sources contained.

Whereas some participants were ready at the end of the onboarding phase to direct the analyst on how they
wanted to load and analyze their data, others were more hesitant or unsure. In these situations, we performed a
short mock exercise between the interviewers and analyst with local weather data to role-play basic analysis
tasks and representative participant/analyst interactions. We performed this exercise in an attempt to lower
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barriers or anxieties around engaging with the analyst so that participants might more freely take control of the
interview once their data were loaded.

5.5 Data Engagement
After the onboarding phase, the analyst loaded and presented the participant’s data in an overview visualization,
with interviewers encouraging the participant to direct the analyst on the ways they wanted to analyze or explore
their data. Participants who were ready to dig into one of their prepared questions transitioned to goal-oriented
engagement and began to direct the analyst to process data according to how they imagined approaching
answering their question. We prompted these participants to explain their thought process and operationalization
strategy. These discussions revealed details related to people’s analytic approach and assumptions about their
data. Other participants used the overview visualization to initiate exploratory engagements. For example, when
initially viewing their air quality data, some participants asked to zoom in on prominent air quality spikes.
Outliers or deviations in air quality or health survey data frequently drew participants’ attention while

they engaged with their data. These features were a common source of distraction that shifted them from a
goal-oriented to an exploratory engagement mode. Other distractions came when overlaying additional data
sources, with many participants attempting to contextualize or correlate trends in one data source to features in
another. In particular, several participants were interested to assign causation between their indoor air quality
and health outcomes, which shifted their focus away from prior goals, and toward combining data sources to
search for potential correlations. When participants became distracted, we prompted them to understand why,
what was interesting, and whether they wanted to modify or change their question based on what they saw. Some
participants took the opportunity to continue with a new focus, and others would shift back to their original
question.
Throughout our data engagement interviews, we found that many participants quickly cycled between

exploratory and goal-oriented engagement facilitated by the dynamic data analysis afforded by the interview
framework. When participants were presented with new data, there was an immediate period of review and
reflection, during which the interviewers prompted the participants to reflect on their path to answering a
question, and to share how what they saw affected the way they thought. These reflexive prompts led to more
and different questions that encouraged the participants to give the data analyst new directives, restarting the
engagement cycle once again.
In all but one interview, the interviewers continued eliciting cycles of engagement until the participants

reached at least one satisfying answer to one of their questions; in these interviews, the interviewers wrapped up
the discussion once they reached the participants’ time or energy limit. In the one interview that did not reach a
satisfying answer on the part of the participant, the interviewers wrapped up once they reached saturation and
were no longer extracting new information from their engagement prompts.

5.6 Engagement Prompts
Our engagement prompts throughout the interviews served four purposes. First, we used prompts to encourage
and elicit data engagements: So, with the data we have, is there anything that you would want to see now? What do
you want to see next? Does this data match what you thought you would see? What is important to you from this
result? Second, we prompted participants about their analysis strategies to gain insights for the design of a future
visual analysis tool: How confident are you that something like this gets at what you wanted to know? Does this
satisfy the question you have? Based on all of the data you’ve seen, how do you feel it addressed the question you
had at the beginning? Third, we reserved our final engagement prompt to collect observational data on people’s
operationalization abilities: Knowing what you know right now, how would you use your data if you had to go back
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and do this again? Fourth, we prompted participants to give feedback on the data engagement interview method:
How was this process for you? How was interacting with the data analyst? Did anything feel too slow or rushed?

6 INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK OUTCOMES
This section reports on our observed data engagement interview outcomes across seven primary participants.
These outcomes speak to the interview’s strengths at engaging and teaching participants through data analysis,
teaching researchers through observing participants, and supporting the design and outcomes of personal data
studies.

6.1 What Participants Say Versus What They Do
There is often a (big) difference between what people say they want to do with technology, and what they actually
do when given the opportunity [4]. In almost every data engagement interview we conducted, we observed
participants asking unanticipated questions and approaching their analysis in unexpected ways once they began
to actively engage with their data.
For example, at the start of P4’s interview, she stated her interest to understand how her family’s indoor air

quality might have affected her daughter’s asthma. She said she wanted to overlay periods of data that contained
spikes with her daughter’s self-tracked asthma data. The analyst began by pulling up an initial overview of her
data:

Interviewer: Based on what you wanted to see, how would you like to use this data to answer your question?
P4: Actually, now that I’m looking at [the data], I would also like to see how [spikes in the bedroom] correlate
to, for example, vacuuming or something.

P4 noticed spikes in the data stream from the sensor in her daughter’s bedroom that were much larger than
readings from the other sensors. This realization pivoted the interview toward exploring the sources of various
spikes and how they correlated (or not) across the various sensors in her deployment. From this comparative
analysis task, she learned that certain types of cleaning activities impacted her air quality more than others,
which led to a broader conversation on alternative goals and more questions.

Curiosity and surprise also triggered other participants to alter their goals, exposing a possibly more authentic
portrayal of what they wanted to do, and could do, with their data. At the start of P3’s interview, she told us
she wanted to get a sense of whether the air quality in her home was good or bad, and what changes she could
make to improve her home’s air quality. She initially stated that she wanted to look at large spikes and their
annotations to find possible patterns. While exploring her data, however, an especially prominent spike captured
P3’s attention:

P3: Okay. Wait, go back one more. That one, I want to see that one, because that’s weird.

At this point, P3 switched from an exploratory engagement to one that was goal-oriented in attempt identify
the source of this specific unannotated event. She went on to identify other interesting spikes that had gone
unannotated and realized that answering her questions relied on richly annotated data, prompting frustration
that she had not been more diligent in self-tracking events during the deployment.
Participants’ interests occasionally even contradicted their own stated goals within the same interview:

Interviewer:Would you ever look back to see when you were sick and look at the air quality then?
P5: No, it would just be for right then, on demand.
[...Loads data showing previous spikes...]
P5: Okay, that’s pretty interesting. That makes me wonder if it was all through the house [...] That’s a question
that I have, was that at that same time I was sick?
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P5’s stated interest to review his indoor air quality had always been motivated by wanting to know what was
happening around him in the moment [60]. The process of reviewing his data, however, made him engage deeply
with exploring the source and potential health impact of an earlier pattern of late-night spikes, going against his
claim minutes earlier about his disinterest in retrospective analysis.
Providing feedback on data without actively engaging with it required our participants to imagine how their

data may support their goals, or which aspects they suspected would be relevant or interesting to review. Counter
to other research techniques that do not incorporate personal data, our observations from conducting data
engagement interviews illustrate how directly engaging with personal data can refocus participants’ attention,
resulting sometimes in new and different goals.
In personal informatics studies, this difference between what people say and do is a critical one when trying

to understand how access to data can impact people’s lives. Without an understanding of what people actually
do, researchers and practitioners run the risk of designing tools for the wrong tasks, misunderstanding people’s
relationship with their data, and missing opportunities to support people in making positive changes in their
lives.

6.2 Data Engagement Interviews Can Be Engaging
All seven of our data engagement interviews were successful in getting participants to actively and productively
engage with their data. In most cases, participants readily hopped into the engagement cycle and began directing
the data analyst. In two interviews, however, the participants required a significant amount of initial prompting
by the interviewers to really engage with their data.
One example of this reluctance was the interview with P4, who had been much less engaged during her

deployment than other participants [60], and did not come prepared with a question for her data engagement
interview. When discussing her goals with P4a, who made a brief appearance in P4’s interview, she described her
overall detachment from the process:

P4: I was not well prepared. You can do a better job. Here’s the questions. You can see how much I wrote.
[points to blank page]

The interviewers were undeterred and discussed aspects of P4’s deployment that they knew were important to
her. Despite her unpreparedness, reviewing her data and annotations reminded P4 of the challenges she faced
with managing P4a’s health. By the end of the interview, P4 was actively engaging with her data to explore what
role her indoor air quality may have played in impacting P4a’s health. During the wrap-up phase, she apologized
for her initial reluctance at the start of the interview and said:

P4: I know I wasn’t really well prepared. [...] I kind of forgot our ultimate reasons for doing it. But looking over
these things, I remember now what we were dealing with two years ago. Like I said, I had kind of forgotten
about that, but looking at this, I do remember the struggles we were having and what we were trying to do to
figure things out. And having this information back then probably would’ve been very helpful.

P4’s distance from the initial deployment made her forget many of her goals for participating, but her ability
to directly engage with her data surfaced several memories and quickly led to multiple questions, ultimately
providing her with valuable insights. P4 even quipped at the end of her interview that she had lost track of which
question we were working on from having posed so many.

The data engagement interviews were also successful in engaging new members of the participating families.
During the deployment stage (S1), both the interactions with the air quality monitoring systems and the interviews
were predominately led by a single, primary caretaker in the home [60]. Postdeployment interviews confirmed
these disengagements:
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Interviewer: Could you describe your level of involvement with the [deployment]?
P1-S: Minimally. If the app crashes, I’ll turn it back on. If I see a big spike, I’ll ask [P1] about it. But I’m not
doing anything differently because of it.

Family members like P1-S attributed their indifference to not being personally affected by air quality, not having
the interest or time to engage with their air quality system, or the distribution of labor within the home.
During the data engagement interview with P1, however, P1-S entered the room and stopped to look at the

data:

P1-S: So it looks like inside gets worse than outside.
P1: It’s hard to tell...
P1-S: But everything spiked.

P1-S proceeded to pull up a chair and take part in the rest of the interview, directing the analyst to review indoor
air quality spikes as a way of comparing their indoor and outdoor air quality. A similar engagement happened
with P2’s husband during her data engagement interview.

The involvement of P1-S and P2-S in the data engagement interviews surprised us, as we had made considerable
efforts to engage multiple family members during the initial system deployments and again in postdeployment
interviews, but with limited success [60]. Making the families’ personal data accessible and analyzable through
this interview framework succeeded in generating more interest and broader family engagement than our
previous traditional deployment and interview practices. Effecting this level of engagement with participants and
previously disengaged family members lends further evidence of data engagement interviews’ promise, both as a
research method and an outreach tool for generating interest with personal data.

6.3 Engagements Can Teach Participants New Things
During data engagement interviews, many of the participants learned new things about their home’s air quality,
acquired new data analysis insights, and became more confident in their analysis skills. For example, while
reviewing data during the interview, P1-S — who had not engaged with the data during the initial deployment —
voiced a strong opinion that his home’s indoor air quality was quite poor. P1, looking at the same data, drew
different conclusions. This disconnect between P1 and P1-S’s interpretations led to a broader discussion between
the two of them on how the deployed sensors measured air quality data, and how to interpret those measurements.
P1-S directed the analyst throughout the conversation to process and display the data in a variety of ways, which
P1 used to explain differences between how personal activities affect their indoor air quality, compared to how
outside air quality conditions influence the air quality inside their home. Eventually, P1-S and P1 arrived at a
shared understanding, backed up by the data:

P1-S: It looks like ... Maybe I was wrong, okay. I was just curious, because we hear that all the time ... They’re
just like, “Stay indoors. It’s bad outside.” But then I’ve seen way more spikes indoors than I would’ve guessed.
I’m just curious if, even if you’re indoors with all the windows closed, do you still see a spike indoors on the
bad [outdoor] days?

In this situation, the ability to jointly engage with data resulted in a productive conversation between participants,
resulting in P1-S broadening his understanding of air quality, revising his position, and eventually articulating a
more actionable question to explore.

Working closely with data led other participants to recognize analysis limitations when trying to correlate data
collected over different timescales. P2-S directed the analyst to overlay air quality measurements from real-time
sensors to P2’s self-tracked and weekly aggregated asthma survey scores:
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P2-S:Maybe you could see trailing [asthma results]. Like if there were high [air quality spikes] on Monday,
maybe Tuesday your [asthma] values would just suck [...but these surveys are] weekly, so you couldn’t really
tell.

P3 describes a similar limitation:
P3: If he has an asthma attack and there was a spike in the kitchen, if I’m using weekly [asthma] data, I’m not
sure I can correlate the spike with his asthma, because maybe it was when he was camping, but I might not
know when I come back and look at the information.

Whereas P2-S identifies limitations of trying to attribute specific real-time events with a highly aggregated score,
P3 identifies the problem of correlating two different data sources without contextual information that would
indicate whether these sources do indeed have a dependency. Both of these realizations came from directly
engaging with the data and were unprompted from the interviewers. Our previous participant interviews in S1
had recorded their frequent requests to compare and correlate air quality data to health data, yet it was not until
participants directly attempted this comparison that they realized inherent challenges that come from working
with diverse and independently collected data.

Other participants learned that data analysis was not as daunting as they assumed it would be. Given P4’s
general lack of engagement throughout the deployment stage of our longitudinal study, we were surprised to find
her engaging and directing the analyst by the end of her data engagement interview. In spite of her initial lack of
confidence or interest for engaging her data, she felt more comfortable in her ability to engage and analyze her
own data by the end:
Interviewer: Seeing the data in this way, how confident do you feel being able to draw some of these
conclusions?
P4: I think I could probably do it. For me it would be more a matter of how simple the program is. I am very bad
with computers, so it would have to be very simple. But maybe just talking about it, just using this information
and applying it, I could do that. It doesn’t seem hard.

Despite P4’s initial lack of confidence, working with an analyst helped her to develop a sense of competence that
she may not have acquired through use of a custom system. We attribute this change of behavior to lowering the
analysis barrier, and allowing P4 to focus on her data and what it could show her, rather than the analytic steps
or perceived skill required to show it. In fact, all participants appreciated working directly with an analyst, and
often remarked how this collaboration helped make the process, and their data, more understandable:
P2: I think because we were working together it wasn’t confusing, and you told me what was going to change.
[...] it was helpful that you asked me to organize it, otherwise I would be like... this doesn’t matter to me, why
would I look at this, you know?
P4a: If you just showed me all this stuff, I’d be very confused. But with [the analyst], I think it helps people
understand it better [...] I think it’s a very flexible way for you guys to cooperate with the participants, and say
like, “Is that what you’re asking about?” And then answering the questions about that.
P5: Overall, being able to see [my data], especially interacting with the questions, was kind of cool. I thought it
was kind of cool to be able to actually have a question, and look at [the data]. [The analyst] changed four words,
and three numbers, and boom, boom, boom, and there [is the answer]. That was pretty awesome, actually.

These observations lend evidence that collaborations with a dedicated analyst can help participants to critically
engage with their personal data in data engagement interviews, and that these engagements can benefit partici-
pants’ sensemaking, problem solving, and overall sense of agency. These benefits also advance our own research
goal to observe how to help people gain insights from their personal data.
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6.4 Engagements Can Teach Researchers New Things
As a team of visualization and personal informatics researchers, we conducted our data engagement inter-
views with the research intent of acquiring design requirements for a future visual analysis system that could
support people in analyzing their personal data. Analyzing these interviews revealed a wealth of new insights into
the challenges and opportunities for visualization design. We report in detail on those insights in a companion
paper[61]; here, we briefly summarize a few of our findings and their implications for visualization design to
illustrate the usefulness of data engagement interviews for gaining research insights. We encourage readers to
see our companion paper for more detailed validation of the utility of the data engagement interview method.
Given our study context of asthmatic families monitoring their indoor air quality, we approached our par-

ticipants’ data engagement interviews in a serious and goal-oriented way, expecting they would as well. Once
our participants began engaging with their data, however, we observed that they became playful with how they
recounted their deployments, and were quick to joke about previous annotations, many around cooking and
burning food:
P1: It’s funny, I kind of did start putting in snarky remarks in some of the comments, you probably noticed.
‘Cause there was a while that my oven had burnt pizza on the bottom and every time we would turn the oven
on [the system] was like “HEY!! HEY!! HEY!!” and, yep, still haven’t cleaned my oven. You wanna come clean
my oven? ’Cause I still haven’t cleaned my oven. [laughs]
P3:We did the same thing over and over again. Bacon. [laughs] I think that like 90% of our annotations are
probably bacon. I like bacon! [laughs]

During the interview, P3’s playful interest in bacon transitioned into a broader exploration of her cooking habits.
This exploration provided P3 with a more holistic view of what was causing poor indoor air quality in her home:
P3: I remember making the connection between the olive oil and the [spikes]. And I also knew that it was kind
of every time we cooked bacon there was a [spike]. But I guess I didn’t realize how many of them, overall, were
actually cooking episodes... Like “cooking pancakes”, “cooking eggs”, “[my daughter] burning the tortillas”. It’s
all cooking.
P3 and other participants used play as a mechanism to dive more deeply into their data, which frequently

led them to serendipitous discoveries. This type of playful and serendipitous engagement is understudied and
undervalued in visualization research, perhaps due to a decades-long framing of visualization as a vehicle for
cognitive amplification and insight generation [10]. Instead, most visual analysis tools are designed for goal-
oriented behaviors[5, 70, 71]. Our findings suggest that prioritizing play and serendipity in the design of new
systems could lead to innovative ways to support people in engaging with personal data.

As we discussed in Section 6.3, directly engaging with personal data during data engagement interviews helped
all our participants learn new things, and in some cases increased their confidence for doing so. Yet, when we
asked them directly at the end of the interviews how likely they would be to analyze their data on their own,
all but P4a – our youngest participant – were reluctant to do so. Asthmatic parents, and parents of asthmatic
children, live lives full of responsibilities. We witnessed this during our interview with P1, whose parenting and
household routines left little time for exploring or analyzing her personal data:
P1: As a busy mom with small children, having to just... [video game noises in the background]
Interviewer: You’re busy?
P1: Yeah, busy! Obviously! With herding small people [laughs]. For me... it’s interesting... I just don’t have the
time to sit down and look through all the numbers, and do all that stuff.

For P2, her reluctance stemmed from a concern about medical implications:
P2: I don’t know that I would ever just pull it up and look at it for data’s sake, if that makes sense? I’m not a
numbers person, I’m not a computers person. If I can look something up and say, "hey, I see this pattern", I can
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take it back to my doctor and talk about that there, and maybe that helps change a treatment plan, or whatever
... I could see myself doing that.

In this case, P2’s hesitation came from the potential health risk of doing something wrong, and preferring instead
to have her doctor interpret her data, rather than risk drawing those conclusions herself.
We were surprised by our participants’ lack of enthusiasm for a visual analysis tool that would enable them

to perform the same types of analysis they had engaged with during their interviews given the productive and
positive outcomes of those interviews. Furthermore, if we were unable to motivate tool-usage by asthmatics
living in an area that frequently experiences some of the worst air quality in the country [64], we wondered how
hard it might be to motivate other people living in less dire circumstances. The success of the data engagement
interviews with our participants, however, points to opportunities to focus visualization research efforts on
designing collaborative social systems rather than just tools.

Our companion paper [61] expands on these two ideas – designing for play, and designing social systems – and
presents more results from analyzing our data engagement interviews. The interviews provided us with new
insights into how we might build future visual analysis tools and systems that help people to engage with their
data. We provide the summary here as evidence for the efficacy of data engagement interviews as a research
method.

6.5 Seeing the Value of Self-tracking
Like many personal informatics domains, our specific context — asthmatic families living with an indoor air
quality monitoring system — includes self-tracked data. These data include participant-provided annotations
of household activities, such as vacuuming and cooking, and a daily survey that tracked the respiratory health
of the asthmatic family members. Although most of our participants maintained a high degree of self-tracking
compliance throughout their deployments [60], several of them still found the quality of their data lacking when
they tried to make use of it during the interview:
P3: It kind of frustrates me. It would make me want to go back now, knowing that I could have it all, I would be
more vigilant about [annotating]. Because I kind of get lax about it. Then I’d be [annotating more] so that I
could use that to cross-reference stuff.

In this case, P3 realized how the lack of content in some of her annotations failed to support the kinds of
correlations she was looking to make with her health data.

P6 experienced a similar issue when attempting to use his health survey data to determine whether his home’s
air quality affected his asthma, but was unable to do so because of his irregular and inaccurate survey responses:
P6: You know a lot of [the value] is dependent on good sensors and then good data I’m inputting. Knowing
how it can be done is going to motivate me to pay more attention to those [survey questions]. Because moving
forward, if this is an opportunity to get my raw data, I’m not going to want to see just a bunch of fives. Like
there’s no way in January, December, I was that fine every week. That to me is just nothing but laziness on my
part... Knowing that the information is retrievable motivates me to want to provide more accurate data.

Through engaging their data during the interview, P3 and P6 came to understand that their self-tracked data are
valuable only when they commit to tracking regularly, accurately, and richly. Even the least compliant self-tracker
among our participants came to understand the value of her data during the data engagement interview:
P4: I remember we got a little tired of all the [annotating] and now I feel bad I didn’t respond more because I
can see how you use this.
Although we performed these interviews after the participants’ deployments had ended, and thus cannot say

that the motivation they exhibited during the interview would translate to better self-tracking, we speculate
that conducting data engagement interviews early in a study could motivate participants to better comply
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with self-tracking. Motivating and maintaining self-tracking is a balance of lowering barriers to reduce capture
burden [18, 25] or tracking fatigue [13] while maintaining enough engagement to not lose a sense of responsibility
to the tracking process [54]. Motivation is directly related to people’s willingness to track [11], making data
engagement interviews a useful technique for engaging participants to improve or maintain their self-tracking
habit once they see how useful their data can be.

6.6 Improving Field Deployments
Our field deployment design included an alert system that sent a text message to our primary participants when
the air quality monitoring system detected a spike in their indoor air quality. We developed this alert system
primarily as a mechanism to encourage annotation — the participants could respond to an alert-text with a short
message about any potentially correlated activities occurring in their home. As the alerts were meant to elicit a
response by the participants, we created rules that would turn off alerts during nighttime hours.

Ahead of the data engagement interview with P5, we knew that he had been using the air quality data to hold
his family members accountable for impacting their home’s indoor environment [60]. We learned during the
interview that he had greater asthma symptoms at night, which motivated him to direct the data analyst to look
at air quality sensor data and annotations during nighttime hours. He found, however, that nighttime annotations
were missing:
P5: Well, if we [had the data], I could say okay, who was out in the kitchen cooking because [my son] likes to
cook late night snacks, sometimes. But, I guess we won’t be able to get there.
Although it seemed reasonable to enact text alert rules based on our assumptions of normative family dynamics

at the time of designing our field deployment, our assumptions denied P5 opportunities to sufficiently self-track.
Worse still, our assumptions and decisions caused P5 to develop an incomplete awareness of his indoor air quality
by not alerting him to many nighttime air quality spikes, which he was surprised to observe during the data
engagement interview. Had we performed this data engagement interview early in the deployment, we could
have modified our texting rules to better accommodate P5’s family dynamics, and enabled him to be aware and
make an effort to investigate their cause. We speculate that other field deployments would similarly benefit from
using data engagement interviews early in a deployment to challenge normative assumptions built into deployed
technology.

7 DISCUSSION
Our case study outcomes lend evidence that data engagement interviews can: engage people with their personal
data in analytic contexts (Section 6.2); teach participants new things through their engagements (Section 6.3);
motivate the value of self-tracking by showing people how they can use their data (Section 6.5); and improve our
own understanding of how to better design for users’ needs (Sections 6.6, 6.4). Where our previous high-level
participatory workshop feedback was related to things participants imagined wanting to do, our choice to
incorporate personal data as a core design element in our interviews helped us to directly observe what our
participants actually did with their data (Section 6.1). We speculate that these outcomes more broadly position
this interview method as a viable interview technique for personal informatics and visual analytics research.

7.1 Flexible, to a Point
During our data engagement interviews, we strove to create the illusion that any analysis was possible, that
it could be done in real-time, and that it was made to order for our participants. In practice, however, data
analysis is often not an instant-answer kind of endeavor [20, 38]. The analysis tasks within our data engagement
interviews were often nearly real-time due to our data preprocessing and prepared scripts based on the kinds of
questions we anticipated our participants might ask. In spite of this preparation, participants still managed to
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pose questions that surprised us. In some ways this was a victory — despite all of our previous efforts to find out
what they wanted from their data, data engagement interviews still yielded new kinds of questions. Yet, some of
these questions also slowed our analysis down to a crawl and shattered the real-time data analysis illusion.
When these situations arose in our sessions — as they did with P2 P3, P4a, and P5 — we did not have a

predefined plan for how to respond. These breakdowns emerged when attempting analysis tasks that required
additional or unexpected data processing, such as aggregation in ways that underlying data organization made
difficult, or attempting to answer questions that sat at the outer reaches of what was possible with the participants’
available data. We speculate that these challenges stem from a need to reformat data on the fly, or a lack of
access to relevant data in the limited time available for participants’ interviews. When encountering these lulls,
interviewers filled this downtime by leaning on interview engagement prompts to have the participants anticipate
or reflect on what the answer could be, while the analyst wrangled with the data. In some of these cases, however,
it became obvious that we were stalling, and some participants even apologized for asking the analyst to do
something “hard.” Based on our experiences, we encourage interviewers to have a plan for what to do when
the data analysis requires time. One suggestion is to cut short certain analytic pathways or reject the question
outright if interviewers suspect they will not be productive. If a participant is a long-term participant, another
approach is to work on the analysis postinterview and bring it to the participant later. Having a plan ready for
these circumstances can help reduce the chance of taking the interview participant out of a collaborative or
analytic head space, or disrupting the data engagement interview flow.

7.2 Two Interviewers are (Probably) Better
Our decision to include two interviewers on the interview team was rooted in our concerns about the complexities
of data engagement interviews from the interviewer perspective. We anticipated that a single interviewer may
find it difficult to remain deeply engaged in both the data analysis process and guidance of a participant, as well
as keeping track of the larger interview direction. Adding a second interviewer to our interview team eased the
interviewer burdens in our data engagement interviews and allowed one interviewer to lead the discussion and
maintain engagement with the participant, with the second interviewer ensuring the goals of the interview were
met and calling attention to anything interesting or surprising the first interviewer may have missed. Our pair of
interviewers were also able to discuss their insights and reflections with each other postinterview, and did so as
they drove back to their lab from each participants’ home. We speculate this pair interviewer approach has the
potential to not only increase the quality of findings, but also improve rapport with participants [58].

In some circumstances, however, a second interviewer may be considered a liability. Examples of this include
instances where multiple interviewers may intimidate some participants, such as when engaging sensitive
populations or research topics. Thus, the decision to utilize two interviewers hinges on whether these potential
interpersonal effects outweigh the benefits of sharing interview tasks. For data engagement interviews, we
suspect that the complexity of the interview protocol necessitates a pair interviewer, but that the interview team
should consider ways to reduce negative effects such as intentionally diversifying the team.

7.3 Empowerment
Prior to conducting data engagement interviews, we had struggled to engage other family members throughout
our data collection and deployment phases. We report in previous work that this lack of engagement was driven by
a division of labor within the home and a general lack of interest from nonasthmatic family members [60]. Using
data engagement interviews, however, we were able to motivate previously disengaged family members (P1-S,
P2-S) to participate in our study. Based on these outcomes, we speculate that it may be possible to advantageously
use data engagement interviews for purposefully motivating disengaged participants or family members.
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Although we were able to use these interviews to motivate and engage more people than at previous times in
our longitudinal study, not everyone was equally empowered. Many of our female participants expressed low
confidence in their participation (P1, P2, P4, P4a), whereas male perspectives were more confident and outspoken
(P1-S, P2-S, P5, P6). We see this shift as potentially rooted in traditional gender role stereotypes associating a
feminine identity with caregiving and a masculine identity with math, data analysis, and computing. Similar
dynamics exist in the context of smart homes, where incorporating a technological component into household
maintenance shifts domestic attitudes toward “default to the ‘household expert’,” who is typically male [41].
Data engagement interviews with P1 and P2 reflected these dynamics by soliciting, or complying with, their
husbands’ priorities. This deference stands to alter the interview dynamics and may have obscured P1 and P2’s
perspectives. Being aware of these interpersonal dynamics can help researchers plan their own data engagement
interviews and purposefully guard against collecting or propagating normative views in the design of new data
analysis tools. In this vein, fielding a more diverse interview team may help researchers motivate and engage
with traditionally disempowered perspectives, and offers another advantage for having multiple interviewers for
this method.

7.4 Transferability
We conducted data engagement interviews with a small number of participants working with indoor air quality
data, but speculate that this method can transfer more broadly to other personal informatics domains. This
interview framework is not tied to any one kind of personal data, and so this approach can be tailored for various
research objectives related to how people review and learn from their data. Data engagement interviews allow
participants to apply their own lived experiences to identify, direct, and prioritize analytic tasks for their own
particular needs. Free from this responsibility, researchers can focus on using the engagement cycle to strategically
prompt participants and capture relevant research insights. We speculate this method can be applied in design
contexts to capture more actionable and accurate feedback early in research design studies; for helping everyday
people to better understand and interpret real-world data processing and interpretation by work through basic
analysis tasks using their data; or as a hands-on educational tool for motivating self-trackers to improve or persist
in their tracking regimen.
Data engagement interviews can excel at uncovering how people engage with and analyze data if they have

some knowledge about the context of that data, regardless of their backgrounds or analysis expertise. This
strength especially lends itself to personal informatics research, where people are experts on their own lives by
definition, but often do not have analysis expertise. For the data engagement interview to work well, the data sets
need to be rich enough that they lend themselves to analysis tasks, and the data should either be quantitative or
easily quantifiable. This approach is less likely to be useful in a situation where the participant has limited or no
familiarity with the context of the data, where they genuinely do not care about the data, or where the data do not
lend itself to quantitative analysis. Furthermore, some quantitative data sets will be too dense or complex for the
analyst to work with in real time while the researcher keeps the participant engaged. For example, accelerometer
measurements may be difficult to engage in this context, but if processed into step counts, these data are likely to
be engaging. Answering research questions about whether or how participants would engage with the data on
their own may also be difficult given the context of the data engagement interviews being so different from the
circumstances they would encounter if they were engaging with their data alone.
Data engagement interviews are a new and different tool in the toolbox of HCI methods, including those

typically used in personal informatics. The most common method for personal informatics research to this
point has been more traditional semi-structured interviews [23], occasionally also presenting collected personal
data. With interviews, researchers and participants are constrained by the representations and analysis that
are available, thus limiting the ability to engage with the data interactively in real time. Participatory design
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methods are another approach to eliciting needs. These methods share an aspect of interactive engagement,
where the participant is an expert. However, they also tend to focus on the goal that there is a tool being designed,
rather that the immediate task of engaging the data. In contrast, one takeaway from our results was that perhaps
designing a tool is not the best approach for this specific user context. It is difficult to imagine arriving at a similar
conclusion with a participatory design framing.
Data engagement interviews share some similarities with the think aloud method. Both ask participants to

provide step by step explanations of their thought process for accomplishing a task — in our case exploring their
data set. However, think alouds involve a participant using an interface without external support or intervention
while a researcher observes. Data engagement interviews are distinct from this approach, which require that
participants interact with the analyst and the interviewer, rather than solely interacting with an interface. The
standard Wizard of Oz [19] approach is another similar method that presents an interface to a participant, which
is actually powered by a human “behind the curtain.” In the case of data engagement interviews, no interface
has been designed; the analyst is the interface, and no clear reason exists to hide them away. Data engagement
interviews draw heavily on the success and value of pair analytics [2], but with the key difference that pair
analytics requires both the domain expert and the analyst to have similar levels of analytic and computational
expertise in order to productively work through a task. The addition of data engagement interviews to the HCI
toolbox enables research and data collection with greater flexibility than adjacent methods by eliminating the
need for a participant-facing interface or for participant analytic capabilities.

8 LIMITATIONS
Although we argue that data engagement interviews can afford a more authentic view of people’s personal data
engagements across a range of contexts, we acknowledge the potential limitations to the ecological validity of our
observations. We speculate that participants’ data engagement interviews will have lasting effects for how they
think of their data and behaviors, yet more work is needed to explore how data engagement interviews might
influence long-term behavior change. Furthermore, despite showing evidence that these interviews advanced our
broader research goals to help participants learn more about their data, the observations of this work are limited
to the specific contexts and circumstances from conducting seven data engagement interviews with a small
and specialized user-group. Further validation of this interview framework will require broader application in
other situations, and comparison to alternative research methods. We encourage others to use data engagement
interviews and explore how this method can be applied in other personal informatics use cases.
Whereas we advocate for a 3-person team of 2 interviewers and 1 data analyst to improve the efficacy of

data engagement interviews, we recognize that this team size may pose challenges from an overemphasized
power imbalance through disparities in gender, race, numeracy, or socioeconomic status. Examples in this work
include our all-male interview team interviewing female participants on their own, or our participants with
limited data analysis experiences directing a graduate-educated analyst. These circumstances may have caused
some participants to feel less willing to openly discuss their thought processes or analysis ideas, potentially
preventing our observational data from accurately reflecting how people might engage with data on their own,
or with one another, outside our study context. We encourage other research teams conducting data engagement
interviews to be mindful of the trade-off between interview efficacy and power dynamics, and to consider ways
to diversify the interview team as a mechanism to reduce possible imbalances.
Finally, conducting data engagement interviews benefit from having a trained data analyst. This suggestion

can pose challenges for conducting this method in more remote or underdeveloped locations where it may be
difficult to find a suitable candidates to fill this role. As a result, this approach may not scale as broadly as other
interview methods or deployed analysis tools. Further research could explore whether remote collaborations are
a suitable replacement for an in-person analyst.
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9 CONCLUSION
This work presents the data engagement interview: an interview method that supports people to deeply engage
with personal data. The data engagement interview strikes a balance between the flexible, lightweight user
engagement approaches that do not incorporate personal data, and the more custom, heavyweight analytic
tools requiring significant design overhead. We outline a general framework for conducting these interviews,
and present a case study from performing seven data engagement interviews with our study participants. We
speculate that data engagement interviews can be extended beyond working with personal air quality data,
and be applicable across many different personal informatics domains. For future work, we are interested in
conducting data engagement interviews in other contexts, and to continue mining our rich interview results for
designing future tools and techniques that support people in analyzing indoor air quality data.
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